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In 2015, I had the amazing opportunity to purchase a 1998 750 iL from my dear friend
Dr. vonWerssowetz, who owned the car since new. Never would I have imagined a vehicle like that
would become part of my life. The same type of car that was James Bond’s companion in Tomorrow
Never Dies. The car Q gave a female voice to so hopefully Bond would listen to her (like that will
ever happen). The Calypso Red over Black special ordered beauty is now part of my life and one of
my most treasured automotive family members.

Cast your mind back to 1963 when a car

Munich, Germany. This is very close

called ‘Herbie’ starred in ‘the Love Bug’. Her-

to BMW’s own Bavarian HQ. The

bie was an automobile that could drive him-

BMW engineers will work alongside

self and ‘knew’ what his race-driver wanted.

IBM’s own researchers, developers and

Then in 1982 ‘KITT‘ (Knight International

consultants on new Watson-powered

Two Thousand) driven by Michael Knight

innovations for next generation vehi-

had very much the same futuristic capabili-

cles. This is all part of a $200m invest-

ties. Today, BMW will be the first partner to

ment in the IBM IoT HQ announced

join IBM in their Munich IoT (Internet of

in November 2016 and will be based

Things) HQ ‘collaboratory’ to research and

in one of the newly-launched ‘industry

explore how cognitive computing can create

collaboratories’.

more intuitive driver support systems – like
having a conversation with your car.

IBM’s Watson taking the lead on
Jeopardy (above). The key to Industry ‘Collaboratory’
IBM’s new IoT HQ complete with
Where will this magic take place? BMW
BMW key chain and i8 (below). are co-locating a team of their researchers
and engineers at IBM’s global headquar-

I had always wanted an e38. It was my dream car. To me, the body style is iconic BMW just

ters for Watson Internet of Things (IoT) in

like the e30. The car continually astounds me in many ways - one of which I would have never
imagined. Today when I talk about this nearly 20-year-old BMW with the silky-smooth V12 to

BMW i8 Personal Assistant
To help with this research, IBM
will be housing four BMW i8 hybrid
sports cars within the Munich IoT HQ.
IBM BlueMix will be the platform
for Watson’s machine learning and IoT for Automotive will connect the

those who were born around the time the she was built, those twenty-somethings are astounded,

vehicles. Watson will

too. The technology in the car is still awe-inspiring to generations after all these years. Experiencing

constantly learn

this incredible car makes it easy to understand why BMW Group Classic honored the 7 Series in it’s

about the driver’s

40th anniversary this year at Techno Classica.

preferences, needs
Continued on
page 7

Now with all this talk about my e38, I’m off to give her a bath!
Motor on,
Jennifer
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My e38 posing for her close-up in a design student’s photo shoot.
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By Benjamin Voss

Group BMW Classic’s
Review of the 7 Series
With 30 Years of the
V12 at Essen

The focus there was on particularly striking

ome of sportiness and luxurious comfort in

vehicle from the 1997 James Bond thriller

innovations from the company’s model

the brand’s model range. The nomenclature

film Tomorrow Never Dies, a prototype

and technology history. Twelve pioneering

still used today was also applied to the top

powered by a 16-cylinder engine and the

vehicles from the years 1936 to 1995 tell

models of BMW at that time. The figure 7 in

latest top model in the range – the BMW

this story under the motto of “Our DNA:

the model designation is now already in the

M760Li xDrive.

Innovation”. Together with visitors to the

sixth generation, standing for sheer driving

exhibition, BMW Group Classic looked back

pleasure, exclusivity and innovation at the

on developments such as 40 years of the

apogee of the vehicle range of BMW.

BMW 7 Series and the introduction of the

Seven paradigmatic examples from the

twelve-cylinder engine in luxury saloons 30

history of the luxury saloon were presented

years ago.

at the Techno Classica 2017, including a sec-

Renovation work means that this year
the exhibition presentation by BMW Group

Debut 30 Years ago: The
First German Twelve-cylinder
Model From the Post-war
Period
A sensational innovation that broke

ond-generation BMW 7 Series styled by fash-

new ground was concealed under the en-

ion designer Karl Lagerfeld, a film-starred

gine bonnet of the second generation of

Classic took place in the temporary Hall 14
at the eastern entrance to the exhibition com-

found a unique diversity of vehicles, compo-

MINI, Rolls-Royce and BMW Motorrad are

nents and services from the sphere of historic

gathered together. The outer walls of Hall 14

automobiles and motorcycles. From 5 April

have large-scale images showing the historic

to 9 April 2017, the trade fair complex in Es-

buildings of the Munich Headquarters of

sen once again was the meeting point for the

BMW Group Classic.

Classic undoubtedly opened up completely
new perspectives for this year’s visitors to
the world’s biggest specialist exhibition for
classic cars. The highlights from the history

40 Years Of Luxury Driving
Pleasure Through the Prism Of
the 7 Series
40 years of BMW’s 7 Series is one of
the landmark anniversaries that was being

at a new location. They were found behind a

celebrated at Techno Classica this year. Up

facade with an exceptional decorative design.

until 1977, the “Grand Series” was the epit-

PHOTO COURTESY BMW CLASSIC

of the company were not simply presented

From the start, the look of
the 7 Series was iconic
for BMW. The 750iL’s
appearance as James
Bond’s companion in
Tomorrow Never Dies
catapulted the V12
into pop culture.
PHOTO COURTESY UNIVERSAL

international classic car scene. BMW Group
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rare treasures from the history of BMW,
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plex. It was very obvious from afar where
Visitors to the Techno Classica 2017 in Essen

in 1987 was the first twelve-cylinder engine

segment.

to emerge from a German automobile man-

Meet Waston Continued from
Page 3
and driving habits and understand and

To this day, the twelve-cylinder engine

ufacturer in the post-war era. The power unit

has remained the ultimate engine for power,

customize the driving experience as a

with a capacity of 5 litres generated maxi-

silent running and image. Precisely 30 years

result.

mum power of 300 hp and proved a source

after its debut, the latest interpretation has a

of fascination right from the start. The

distinctly sporty feel coupled with a high lev-

is performing? Ask your i8 just as you

engine’s silky smooth running characteristics

el of everyday practicality and unconstrained

would talk to a friend, and your i8 will

underpinned the aspiration of the brand

comfort for epic journeys. The 6.6 litre

reply. Watson will learn the i8 owner’s

twelve-cylinder engine mounted in the BMW

manual and with the natural language

760Li xDrive (combined fuel consumption:

capabilities to be able to understand the

294 g/km) generates maximum power of
448 kW/610 hp and accelerates the BMW
M Performance Model of the BMW 7 Series
from zero to 100 km/h in just 3.7 seconds.

PHOTO BY JANNES GLAS

12.8 l/100 km; combined CO2 emissions:

Got a question about how your i8

driver’s questions, he’ll understand what
you’re asking and provide answers in a
conversational style.

get your kicks

Watson Joins BMW In Cars Of
the Future Research
How will this personal assistant be
developed? BMW has joined IBM in a
new research and development collabo-

Preservation Efforts Underway Ahead of
Route 66 Centennial
By Daniel Strohl

ration. Together they will explore how

While much of Route 66 remains in existence and in use, its decommissioning more than 30

IBM’s research group, the Institute for

years ago has left its fate largely to the various states through which the Mother Road passes,

Business Value (IBV) reported recently in

but a new bill proposes to not only coordinate the preservation of the highway on a federal

their study ‘A New Relationship – People

level but also to provide federal funds for that effort.

and Cars‘ that vehicles are becoming part

The Route 66 Centennial Commission Act, also known as H.R. 66, which Represen-

cognitive computing can personalize the
driving experience and create more intuitive driver support systems for future cars.

of the Internet of Things as new mobility

tative Rodney Davis of Illinois introduced in Congress, not only proposes the formation of

options transform drivers’ and passen-

a commission tasked with celebrating the road’s centennial in 2026 it also directs the U.S.

gers’ lives and expectations.

Department of Transportation to prepare a preservation plan for Route 66.
Current preservation efforts fall to the National Park Service’s Route 66 Corridor Preservation Program, initiated in 2009. According to Thomas, the program distributes about

Driving the Future
To find out more about vehicles

$100,000 per year to local or state projects, based not on any sort of route-wide priority list,

that connect with drivers as well as

but on which projects have sufficient matching funds. However, that program is set to end in

they do the road, visit the Watson

2019, with no similar program scheduled to replace it.

IoT for Automotive website at

As for centennial celebration events, Chiotti said those would be entirely up to the

https://www.ibm.com/inter-

committee, though the bill did float the idea of a conference on the U.S. Numbered Highway

net-of-things/iot-zones/iot-ve-

System. Thomas said it’s way too early to plan any such events, but said it would be a nice

hicles/

centennial present to the nation to ensure that Route 66 is still there for the anniversary. A
number of celebrations – most along the route, but also as far away as Germany – marked the
highway’s 90th anniversary last year.
In addition to the preservation effort and centennial planning, backers of the Route 66
Experience in Tulsa, Oklahoma, where Route 66 founder, Cyrus Avery, was based, said they
expect groundbreaking for the $23 million museum to take place in the spring, with the grand
opening anticipated for fall of next year.
H.R. 66 is currently in the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.
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to occupy a leading position in the luxury
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The 6.6-litre V12 in the new
760Li xDrive produces an
awesome 610 hp. The M
Performance Model is available
for those who need to go from
0 to 60 in less than 4 seconds.

the BMW 7 Series. The BMW 750i launched

CHOO-CHOO BIMMERS
P.O. Box 21766
Chattanooga, TN 37421

• BMW automobile and motorcycle rebates
• Parts at employee pricing at BMW of Chattanooga
• Discounts on Michelin tires, Goodyear tires, Griot’s Garage
products and much more through BMWCCA.org
• The single finest automobile publication available: Roundel
• Reference services via the BMW CCA Foundation
Please help us to build a strong and

• Ombudsmen to assist you with BMW dealers or suppliers

active membership by telling other

• Help from technical and maintenance experts

BMW owners and enthusiasts about

• Value Information Coordinator to assist with insurance

the benefits of club membership. Not
only do we have monthly membership

claims, purchase or sale
• BMW Special Interest Groups (SIG’s)

meetings at local restaurants to have
fun and discuss club business, here

For additional membership information, contact the

are some of our other membership

BMW Car Club of America national office at BMWCCA.org or

benefits:

at 846-250-0222.

